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Increasiqg cloudiness and warmer
Saturday, followed by light show-
en Saturday night, probably clear-
ing Sunday morning; somewhat
cooler Sunday.
For Fulton First and Always
ESTABLLSHED 1898.
THE 1
LLISTENINGPOST
• I am always reading odd and
unrelated facts about things and
people and tl4inking at the time I
will remember those for future use
in some manner. Then I forget all
about them, perhaps for years, and
then they will come back at some
unexpected time. I read quite a
lot, but long since decided that
my reading was of little value. I
never consciously study anything,
therefore I know that my reading
Is more or less useless, and about
all I accumulate is a lot of useless
information and scraps of facts
about things which are of no
earthly importance. One of the
national magazines runs a regu-
lar department of these odd facts,
and this is one of my favorite
pieces c reading I turn to it as
soon as this magazine is received,
and rarely fall to find at least one
item which interests me.
• • •
• In the last issue of this ma-
gazine, for example, I ran cross
one item which intrigued me. The
item stated that in 1935 the state
of Michigan passed a law under
which all persons who are sentenc-
ed to state prisons, and who are
able to pay for the service, must
pay for their board while in pri-
son. This cost is figured roughly
at one dollar per day. Now that
law, it strikes me, is a most intel-
ligent piece of legislation. Why
should the state, in trying to ex-
act restitution from some person
who has violated state laws, be
compelled to pay board for the
man while serving his sentence?
That is, if the man happen to be
a well to do man, fully able to pay
a dollar a day for his board. Of
course the man should pay his own
food bill at such times. I even be-
lieve he should pay his doctor's bill,
his hospital cost if such is need-
ed during his stay in prison. All
this, of course, if the prisoner is
financially able to pay these
things.
• • •
• But like many other laws
which are passed, and which seem
So have a reasonable basis of in-
belligence, this law is not working
out very well. For since it was
passed some twenty thousand pri-
soners have entered Michigan pri-
sons, and of this number it has
been lound possible to collect this
dollar a day from only two of
them. Among twenty thousand
men and women it is natural to
assume that there must have been
many who were able to pay a
dollar a day board, but for some
reason the state has been unable
to secure payment for such service
from only two persons. One might
be pardoned for believing that the
law ha a been a failure, for two
out of twenty thousand is a very
small percentage.
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Hitler Won't
Be Hurried
On Invasion
Spokesman Explains Assault
Is Awaiting Fuehrer's
Decision
Berlin, —(Saturday)—The inva-
sion of Britain—if and when it
comes—awaits Fuehrer Hitler's de-
cision "and he will not be hurried,"
a German spokesman declared to-
day.
The Nazi air
kept up its raids
ing a new and
daylight action
gunner-observer
force meanwhile
on Britain, strik-
fiercer tempo for
which a flying
declared, had
turned besieged London into a scene
of chaos.
Speculation on "Nazi time sched-
ules," however,, is futile, commen-
tators asserted, because the initia-
tive is in German hands and none
but the fuehrer can determine the
moment when Britain is "ripe for
the final assault."
Planes Drawn To London
Military circles insisted the aerial
preparations, from the German
point of view, were well in hand.
They asserted that a sign of the
growing effectiveness of the unre-
lenting German attack was the
drawing of the preponderance of
the British air defenses to the Lon-
don region
Other parts of the island are be-
ing deprived of fighter planes and
anti-aircraft artillery so as to pro-
tect the capital, they contended.
One dock section has been so
splotched by fires. ploughed by
bombs and blanketed by smoke that
a low-altitude reconnaissance
showed no anti-aircraft batteries1
in action to protect it, said Hans
Rechenberg, former economics
ministry official who gave this
bombsight picture
He said that the heat was so
fierce and the smoke so choking
that gunners had to give up their
posts along the Thames riverfront
London Chaotic
'Summing up my personal im-
pressions," Richenberg related, in
an interview. "I can only say that
London is already a scene of chaos
And remember this is only the be-
ginning"
• • •
• I have no means of knowing
the mental processes of prisoners
in state prisons—although if the
flood of new laws and the diffi-
eulty of obeying them continues
this experience may yet be mine—
but it seems to me that if I hap-
pened to be confined in a prison
I would feel just a little bit bet-
ter if I paid my board right along.
I believe that it would give me a
feeling of pride over my fellow pri-
soners that I managed to pay my
board, and perhaps the feeling of
shame and humiliation would not
be so keen. A fellow likes to pay
his way at all times, and being in
prison would not stifle this feel-
ing in my breast.
• • •
• Perhaps, however. I am merely
imagining these things, for I have
no way of knowing how a prisoner
things and what he feels. Perhaps
when the gates swing against a
man he ceases to have the feelings
which men on the outside have. I
have always understood that no
person in prison—or few, at any
rate, feel that they should be so
confined. Most of them feel that
they have been unjustly dealt
with, and even condemned killers
see little justice In being pun-
(Osetbseell is page II)
SOVIET WATERWAYS
CARRY AID TO NAZI
Moscow. -Quantities GI' oil and
grain are passing along Soviet
Russia's inland waterways from
the Black Sea to the German bor-
der. the Communist Party news-
paper Pravda reported today.
Four tankers built in Russia for
transport of oil products from the
Black Sea proceeded up the Dniep-
er River via Kiev yesterday, head-
ing for the Dnieper-Bug Canal en
route to the Western city of Brest.
Following them were three grain
ships and two other oil tankers in
tow.
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For FortAris#47
Export Ban Put
On Plane Plans
Washington, —President Roose-
velt clamped license requirements
today on the export of certain
plans and supplies for aircraft, in
order to "further strengthen the
national defense"
The presidential proclamation,
made public at his press conference,
added to the export license list
equipment used for producing avia-
tion motor fuel and tetraethyl lead
or any plans or specification, or
operation of such equipment,: and
plans, specifications and descrip-
tive or technical information of
any kind setting forth the design
or construction of aircraft or air-
craft engines.
These items are in addition to
those covered in a proclamation
last July placing petroleum prod-
ucts, tetraethyl lead and iron and
steel scrap under license for ex-
port.
Heavier Taxes
To Finance War
Seen For Britain
London, —The prospect of heavi-
er taxes was seen Friday in a de-
claration by Sir Kingsley Wood,
Chancellor of the Exchequer, that
it is undesirable for the country to
try to finance itself through the
war mainly by treasury bills and
other forms of unfunded debt.
Sir Kingsley, addressing the Lord
Mayor's luncheon at Leeds, said the
large sum required to avoid infla-
tion meant a strict reduction in
consumption, heavy taxation and I
continuous saving and lending.
"It cannot profit anyone to with-
,hold a single penny," he said "We
have much to endure, Much to
suffer."
HOSPITAL NEWS
Mrs. Foster Edwards is improving
Tommy Shepard is getting along
nicely.
Foster Edwards has been Ms-
missed.
Little Janice Brady Johnson Is
Improving.
, Little Billy Mack Easley will be
dismissed today.
Mrs. J. M. Watson is improving.
Williard Fry is getting along fine.
Ed Wade is improving.
SPURNED MINER KILLS
TEACHER AT SCHOOL
Uniontown, Penn., —Calling at
the classroom of a pretty brunette
school teacher he had courted tor
a year, a 35-year-old coal miner
killed her and turned his gun on
himself because she told him their
friendship was "off" State Police-
man Walter Heur said today.
A dozen horrified pupils jumped
out the first-floor windows, others
screamed and huddled in corners
as the man's revolver blazed yes-
terday The teacher. Carolyn Del-
larnea, 29, shot twice in the chest,
fell to the floor dead.
Fate Of New Alien Code For U. S.
Hinges Upon Plans To Adjourn
Washington — Passed swiftly by, gress by October 1.
the House at President Roosevelt's The legialaticse which would set
behest, a nationality code aimed up • new code at naturalization
partly at "fifth columnists" arrived laws, would withdraw United
today at the Senate where its fate States citizenship from thousands
depended largely on how quickly of persons living abroad.
Congress adjourns. N. Foreign Service
House approval, on a voice vote. It also would expatriate those
followed word from Roosevelt that citizens who serve in a foreign
he wished the measure passd with army whether or not they take a
"as little delay as possible." foreign oath of allegiance, thane
The Preeident added, in a letter who accept certain civil offices
to Representative Sabath (13.411.), with foreign governments and
that he was informed -that the those who vote in foreign elections,
opinion that its enactment might such as the German world wide
serve to curb certain fifth column plebiscites.
activities." AdvotSacy of the overthrow of
Must Wait Turn the United States Government or
However, Senator Barkley of participation of any kind in such
Kentucky, the Democratic leader a movement would make an alien
mid the legislation would have to ineligible to citizenship, as Would
await Its turn on the Senate leR11- sabotage. Repramotative Rim (L-
lathe calendar. He indicated the Kan.) expressed the view the new
code would not be permittect to in- eligibility requirements would
torten with the Democratic block Communists, Nags and Pas-
leadership's plan to adjourn Con- cuts from becoming edthiling.
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Union LTty Meeting Makes Plans
For New Road Leadin 0. To Clinton
• 
r••
Union cite, Tenn. — Definite
steps toward securing the paving
of the road between Union City
and Clinton, were taken last
night with the decision to send a
delegation fronl towns on Highway
45-W interested in the project to
Nashville to confer with State
Highway Department officials.
The action came as a result of
the meeting held at the City Hall
here eat night when members of
the Union City beard of commis-
sioners met with representatives of
the Humboldt Chamber of Com-
merceqo discuss plans for the sur-
facing of the road, which, it is
estimated would put Union City
nine miles closer to the Cairo
bridge.
Representatives from all inter-
ested towns will go t4k Nashville
next Thursday, Sept:19, to lay the
project before the Commisioner
and other officials of the Tenn-
essee Highway Department, it was
decided. Humboldt, has agreed to
contact towns south of Kenton on
Highway 45-W, while Union City
has the task of securing the co-
operation of cities in Kentucky
along the northern end of the road
Efforts are now being made to
interest other towns along 45-W
and north in Kentucky along the
proposed road, as well as the Ken-
tucky Highway Department, in the
project. Dan Tuttle, secretary of
the Humboldt Chamber group ex-
pressed the belief last nlght that
all towns in Tennessee on 45-W
would cooperate, since all realized
the need for the improvement. The
belief was expressed by the Hum-
boldt delegation that their town
was not now getting 30 per cent of
the traffic on Highway, 45. but
with the Union City-Clinton pro-
ject completed, that this figure
would increase considerably.
Huge Dutch Liner
Slips From U. S.
To Aid British
New York. —Bound for an un-
disclosed port—presumably to be-
come a troop ship for the British—
the $15,000,000 Holland-America
flagship Nieuw Amsterdam today
was on the high seas after an un-
announced departure from New
York harbor last night
Chartered to the British Min-
istary of Shipping, the 36,287-ton
craft, which made her maiden voy-
age to Amerfisit Mile more than.4,
wo years ago, 'carried no cargo or
Thq•ellaUlegi
Fialtshel rexts fl
Designed to carry 1,232 passen-
gers and a crew of 850, her eleven
decks could be remodeled to fare
many more troops across the At-
lantic. She has a goers ice speed
of 21 1-2 knots and is 713 feet long.
Since May 14 she has been in
New York harbor.
Public Meets
Heavy Demand
For Capital
New York, —Private corporations
raised more new capital this week
than in any similar period in more
than a year, a tabulation by Poor's
Publishing Company showed Fri-
day.
, Total public offerings of new
securities during the week ended
yesterday rebounded to $72,189,-
779 from the abnormally low level
of $8,419,350 the previous week.
Most of the total was accounted for
by corisorate issues and 95 per cent
,represented new mone rather than
the refunding of existing debts.
Issues marketed during the
week sold quickly, underwriters
said, promptly commanding pre-
miums abqve the offering prices in
open market sales. The excellent
reception accorded them by in-
vestors is expected in Wall Street
circles to speed up financing plans
now under discussion.
Edmonton. Eng., ABSENT-MINDED
Asks Edmonton, Ky. JOKE ON JUDGE
To Aid Plane Fund
Glasgow, Ky., - Metcalfe County
Judge W. S. Kelly Edmonton, re-
ceived a cablegram signed by the
Mayor of Edins:,ton, England,
which read:
"We have opened a fund for
building a Spirofire plane to be
named Edmonton
Judge Kelly slid the plane
would cost around $25,000 and
besides, he didn't have the money
to answer the message. The Ed-
monton Mayor apparently thought
the Kentucky wen was named after
the British town.
Edmond. Ky was named afser
Edmond Rogers. a Revolutionary
War soldier, who donated the land
on which the town is built. Edmond
Rogers Chapter, D. A. R., at Glas-
gow bears his name.
Renew your suoscrtption to the
LEADER.
PROFESSOR HAS
New York, —Magistrate Michael
A. Ford was like that absent-mind-
ed professor.
A couple came to his home to
be married and the magistrate,
thinking of his unfinished dinner,
suggested they go to Night Court
Instead, and "my colleague there
will be glad to accommodate you."
Later Ford remembered it was
his turn on the night bench, so hc
rushed down to court and perform-
ed the ceremony.
• ***** ‘••••
• WATER CONSleMERS •
• IMPORTANT NOTICE •
• •
• Your attention is called to •
• the monthly payment of •
• water bills due September lst. •
• Meese call at City Hall and •
• pay same. •
• —PAUL DeMYER, Mayor •
• 211-10 •
Germans Charge British With New
Crime In Distributing Potato Bugs
Berlin - Ashotized German I
sources charged today that British
airmen are throwing bags of "Col-
orado potato bugs" into potato
fields in Germany, Luxembourg
and Belgium in an InOrt to lay
waste the major food source of
those countries
These sources saki the bugs mul-
tiply rapidly and are hard to con-
trol. They cited this alleged form
of attack as another "example of
British unfairness."
Two days ago a charge was made
that the British are throwing mil-
lions of rielf-ignifts "leaves" —
made of phosphor and gun cot-
ton--to cause fine' In German
fields md foreats.
the OeTIU&13radbitoatid the in-
Met bombardment A_ "new and
abomhsable me i* wet fighting
"glut the Gorr, Chinon pop-
i.
- •
•
ulation "
Rag Find Recounted
"In a West German frontier
town a bag of grayish brown color
was found which had been dropped
from a British plane," the radio
went on. elaborating on the
charges.
"It had the size of a handbag It
was only lightly laced up and con-
tained hundreds of Colorado
beetles, which are most dangerous
to the potato crop Similar bags
were found Septeenber 8 north of
a Luxembourg town and one Sep-
tember 9 near a Belgian place."
The Colorado potato beetle —
leptinotarsa decemlineata, as the
scientists call it—is native to the
Western United States and, accord-
ing to Encyclopedia Britarmica,
quite likely was imported to Eu-
rope In times past by accident.
•
..M.•••••
•
era held in the occupied zones rests
with the French people in cities
and towns nearest the Prison
camps. They are expected to pro.
vide foodstuffs.
Nazis Spend Lialeany
Germans in the occupied SOWS
are spending their monthly wages
liberally, bUying many things Ituip
have not had in a long time. ?bay
are using she special marks whisk
the French must accepts at the tate
of twenty francs for ONO NM%
Storekeepers turn the awls ke to
the Bank of Franca. eggelle.mg
francs in exchange. 00
are not the loser • ,
The Dank et nese* le=
vaults full et ahem- opeoliE
and no plan yet boo boos; --
ad whereby they est be
Many think- the1.
will be tom& to %eV
with the Womb
rt vows.
While Ur
dogleg the
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Snake Handlers
Balk At Jail Pay
Hazard, Ky., —Eight men, jailed
In default of $57 fines imposed on
their pleas of guilty to violating the
State anti--snake handling law,!
want to be paid on a union wage
scale for work they do for thel „
county in working out their fines. AlI teration Made By Confer.
The Perry County wage rate for ence, But Too Late
prisoners is $2 a day. Jimmie,
Stidham, spokesman for the group, For Action
wants $4 a day.
Perry County Judge Billie Baker
said no credit would be given the
men until they went to work.
Stidham warned he and his
fellows would go on a hunger
strike unless the county met their
demands or acted to give relief to
their families while they were in
jail.
The charges grew out of use of
reptiles at religious services.
Plant Probes
Fire Plot Talk
'Senate Asks flit ;
Draft Industry
Clause Change
Bath, Me.. —A State police offi-
cial was called to the Bath Iron
Works. Inc., today to "explain" his
statement ninety-one gasoline-
filled fire extinguishers had been
discovered in the plant, currently
in the midst of a top-speed Navy
destroyer building program.
Lieut. Leon Shepard. head of
the State Police Fingerprinting
Bureau, made the statement in a
Lions Club speech, prompting a
request by L. Eugene Thebeau.
shipyard treasurer, to acquaint.
plant officials with facts leading
to his assertion.
William S. Newell, president of
the iron works, branding the
statement "absolutely false," said
one fire extinguisher filled by
mistake with "cleaning fluid" had
I been found at the yard "a long
time ago."
There have been two minor
fires at the shipyard.
Washington, —Angry contentioni
In the Senate that a clause calling
for the commandering of "non-
cooperative industry" was weak and
unenforceable prompted a Senate-
House conference committee to-
night to insert in the peace-time
conscription bill a section describ-
ed as having "more teeth in it."
The Senate had bucked at ac-
cepting the language originally laid
before it by the conference com-
mittee and, by a vote of 37 to 33,
had sent the whole bill back to
conference with instructions to in
a more iron-bound provision.
The conference committee, acting
swiftly, then threw out the criti-
cized passage and approved one
which the bill contained when it
originally passed the House.
Too Late For Action
It was too late, however, to ob-
tain final action on the bill, which
makes the nation's manpower,
from 21 to 35 years old, inclusive
liable for one year's military service
Both Senate and House had recess-
ed until tomorrow.
inserted tonight
manufacturer
government de-
give priority to
them, the government shall take
over the plant and operate it on
1, a "fair and just" rental basis. Any-
one failing to comply with the me»
lion could be sent to prison for
, three years.
When the committee "report,"—
la compromise version of the two
'differing bills passed by the House 
thand Senate—was presented to e
SERMON FOR YOUNG PEOPLE 
:Senate for action, this was the only
!issue raised
Tomorrow morning in the Wor-
ship Service at 10:50 at the First
Baptist Church I expect to deever
a message to the young people of
the church and congregation. For
many of them this will be the final
church service at home before they
leave for college, and conseeuelitly
the last time I shall have the pri-
vilege of addressing them as their
pastor and as a pastor in liar
community. I urge every young
person who attends our church to
be present. Students who attend
other churches are cordially in-
vited—but we do not make our
invitation insistent if you wish to
be in your own church service this
Sunday morning
The subject of the message will
be: "What is in Thy Hand?"
—Woodrow Fuller, Pasts'
The language
provides that if a
refuses to accept
tense orders or
Forgotton were the other con-
troversial questions---such as the
report's provision that men from
21 to 35. inclusive, should be sub-
ject to the draft, instead of the
21-through-30 age limit of the Sen-
ate, and the conference commit-
tee's action in tossing out the Fiats
amendment calling for a 80
-day
trial of voluntary enlistment.
HOME FOR AGED COUPLES
OPEN DOOR TO ROMANCE
Philadelphia, —Romance has 1,n-
vaded the home for aged couples
for the first time in its sixty-eight-
year-history. Deputy Eppled and
Mrs. Amelia Harris announced
they will be married Saturday.
Both ar past 70.
Eight Million Dollars Per Day
Is French Bill For Occupation
Vichy, France — The French
public was informed officially
Thursday that the "Ice they will
pay for German Anis of Occupa-
tion of more than 2,000,000 men is
400.000,000 francs a day.
At the official franc exchange
this is more than $8,000,000.
The expenses of the Army of Oc-
cupation had been fixed by the
Germans at 20,000,000 reichs marks
daily But since the Germans also
have a fixed rate of exchange of
twenty francs to one special
reichamarks, the bill thus mounted
to twenty times 20,000,000 reichs-
marks
Only Part Of The Price
The big payment for the upkeep
of France's conquerors is only part
of the price France must pay for
losing the war. "Hroperty destruc-
tion in the invaded regions has not
been computed but is estimated' at
many millions
An estimated 100,000 men were
killed. Pensions for their depend-
ents will be reclaim, for "in,
years.
An estimated 2.000A110 prisoners
of war reduces the easoes
power, causing
facturine and agglegttgegt
The burden of 1011111t
• .s
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Bulldogs To Meet
First Foe At
Martin Tonight
Tonight at 8 o'clock on the Uni-
ver51t7 of Tenhassee Junior College
pla}ing field, the Fulton Bulldogs,
coached by .:zl.rschel cliles, will
meet th.fr opposition of the
1941 season. ‘';+.en they play Coach
of Martin High.
The Bul!dz.gs, under the guidance
of a new ff_%ctliall mentor, and cap-
asined by IC !•.:n "Tate" Crawford
and Eci•-•.- ^e Sugar" Willingham
•
Dine in
COMFORT
We rh.ke pride in seeing that
our p.%.ons receive the ut-
most in food, in servim in
corn:ort No matter whether
roe w:plt a sary4wich or a
full dIaner, you will recei-e
our be ,r
Special service for par4
dinner. and banquets.
LOWE'S
CAFE
tallit9M11111111113MIIIIM
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are in good shape following two
weeks of strenuous workouts.
When the Bulldogs take the field,
Milton Crawford will start his first
game as quarterback on a local
eleven. For the past two years he
has held down the center position
and only this fall as been shifted
to the backfield. Dan McKenzie,
who was groomed for center all last
season, will fill this post in the
starting lineup tonight. Bobby
Merryman, a member of the re-
:serves last season, will also be in
the starting lineup. He will play in
the backfield. Shelby Davish. 182
pounder from Murray, will start his
first game with the Blue and White
tonight.
Coach Giles put his players
through a light workout yesterday
afternoon and the new uniforms
were worn for the first time. The
new uniforms are of royal blue and
gray. With a new coach, new equip-
ment, new uniforms and a new sys-
Permanent Wares
Finger traces
Shampoos
HILL'S BEAUTY
SHOP
Highlands
—Phone 721—
mimarsimmmaa
A Cozy Breakfast Nook—A Charming
Family and A Home of Your Own
tern of play, the 1940 edition of the
;Bulldogs is strictly 
modern.
The High school band will also
accompany the team to Martin. The
band which spent the first two
'months of vacation practicing is
!ready to show the Tennesseans that
:Fulton High has a band that is a
band. Many new players and twirl-
ers will be with the band this year
;to fill the vacancies caused by
'graduation. Three of last year's;
'twirlers are not back in school this
fall.
Fulton's probable starting lineup
for tonight's game will be as fol-
lows:
Name P.
Nelms LI
Tosh  IX
Davis  1.0
McKenzie 
Willingham ___ HO
'RTWinstead 
Buckingham   RI
Crawford QB
Merryman  RH
McClellan
Wt.
 
 157
 
190
182
160
181
221
151
150
148
140
White  PS  141
COLORED SCOUTS
Troop 46 met last night at Milton
Junior High school building at
seven o'clock. They formed a line
and marched in the building for
the pledge of allegiance to the
flag, after which the patrols went
into their usual business. 18 boys
answered the roll. There are several
boys on the waiting list to join in
November. A Dumas. the scout-
master. and Orlander Jackson, the
chairman, were present and give
the boys a hearty talk. After all
'business was transacted the troop
I was dismissed with the Scout oath.
James Otis Jones, Scribe.
CLIPPERS BEGIN FLIGHTS
TO NEW ZEALAND
 
San Francisco, —Reaching out
 41 across the lonely South Pacific,
Pan American Airways clipper
planes today begin carrying passen-
gers between the United States and
New Zealand. This service Culmin-
ates months of exploratory flying
and pioneering with mail and ex-
press loads.
41111111111111111111111111111b.
Nothing is worth more to any family than a home of
its own. It really gises the entire family a feeling of
'security that nothing else can gi% e.
Owning your own home is not a difficult matter. If
you earn a regular
 
salary. if you hme thrifty habits, if
you hake a reputation for meeting your obligations,
ae c111 'how you the way to home ownership. In past
year, 1st' ha‘e hetped hundreds—we can help you.
11-o remember that our investment shares repre-
sent the utmost in safety and the easiest way to accum-
ulate savings. We will he glad to explain an, detail of
our business.
\I Fulton Building
and
Loan Association
(INCORPORATED)
TELEPHONE 37 — — — — FULTON, KY.
—J —I --J --J
A BURNING
110USE IS
A TRAGEDY
At hest. losing your home by fire is an iinhapp.
experience. Best a‘oid fires, if possible, and UPC all
care to prevent them . . . But the safest way is to
take precautions to prevent fire. . . . and consult
with us over adequate insurance coverage to prevent
loss if fire does come. We are always glad to talk
the insurance angles with you.
FALL AND FALL
LENDER
°tiles Must Be Returned
The dairymen of Fulton are con-
fron tef I with a shortage of bottles and
are asking that all customers Make
arrangements to return bottles as
soon as possible. If bottles are not re-
turned it means a loss to all dairy-
men. and if this loss continues it will
make an increase in the price of milk
inevitable. All milk customers are ur-
ged to return these bottles in order to
prevent this increase.
Signed by following Dairymen of Fulton:—
NEN; TON BROTHERS
FULTON PURE MILK CO.
H. B. HOUSTON
CITY DAIRY
JOI LEY'S DAIRY
J. C. HOUSTON
MOON DAIRY
ROE DAIRY
PflItonL Kentucky, Friday Alt,
Hitherto it has taken seventeen
days by steamer to reach New Zea-
land, and steamers sailed only once
a month. The clipper ships will cut
the time. to about four and one-
half dayi and will leave the United
States every two weeks. Twelve
passengers were booked for the in-
itial flight from the Treasure Is-
land base here.
6 FRENCH WARSHIPS
PASS ROCK' UNMOLESTED
We Are Authorized
Distributors
— for—
'F( RRIDAIRE
-and-
ANCHOR
HOT BLAST HEATERS and
CIRCUL.4TORS
We also have attractive
prices on used Heaters taken
in by us bn Furnaces.
Come in and see
Our Bargains
A. Huddleston
& Company
Phone 120
Main Street
Fulton, Ky.
111111111111111Mmar
era escorted by three destroyers, all
flying the French flag, were report-
ed heading for the Atlantic thro-
ugh the Strafts of Gibraltar Wed,
nesday unmolested by British bat-
teries at Gibraltar.
(This raises the possibility that
some of the French fleet units
ref uged at Toulon have escaped
from that Riviera naval base and
are joining the British
Renew your suoscnpuon to the
Ceuta. Maximo, —Three cruis- , LEADER.
Ta"
in_Smart, New-Looking
Clothes
USE OUR EXPERT
DRY CLEANING
Our (careful methods will do wonder',
10 Make last season's g.iments like new
ag tin. Yet the cost of our cleaning and
pr, .sing is very reasonable. Don't wait
III the last minute. (,.AI this week.
cold weedier is not far off and now is the time to get
really• Have your bins filled with our 
good, heat giv-
ing cod gad be ready for the cold days which are
coming. Prices may advance soon. Call No. 51 and
get it WI* real service.
COAL COMPANY
Ky.
REST FREQUENTLY,
DON'T GRIT TEETH'
DOCTORS AD
Chicago, —Keep your feet on
floor and don't grit your tee
you want to escape "nervous
aion."
An Issue of the journal of
American Medical Association
commended elimination of "en
sapping motions, monotony
immobility as the best meal
avoid nervous tension, a prc
of civilization.
Recreation should provid
change from normal routine,
merely physical activity, the jc
al advises. Eat regularly and
between meals, and relax comp
ly several times each day,
journal said.
TAPPING FINGER HURT,
DOCTOR SUES FOR $I
Cincinnati, —Dr. Miles J. I
asks $7.500 damage in a suit ag
the City Transit Company.
tending a traffic collision res
In a fracture of his right hanc
digit he employes to tap ches
medical examinations.
SUBSCRIBE to the LEILIJER
$4.00 per year. $1.00 for t
months.
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NORWAY DECLARES
KING HAAKON
NO LONGER RULES
Oslo, Norway, —The Norwegian
Parliament today declared King
Haakon no longer able to func-
tion but decided to postpone until
after the war the question of whe-
ther he will be allowed to return
to his country.
By the decision the Norwegian
Government in London where King
Haakon also took refuge after his
country was occupied by the Ger-
man Army, is considered to have
resigned and a new government
is named. The chief of the new
Government is Ingolf Elster Cris-
tensen, 68, who will rule as re-
gent.
$44++++++.H.4-1-0444.0.4-4444,4*-
Reed The
Paducah Sun-Democrat
Delivered
Daily and Sunday
In Fulton 15 cents
per week
FRANK F1LATT,
Agent
PHONE 779
ISION INSURANCE
iii
good driver, no doubt, but the hazards
)day are such that good drivers should
e insurance to meet all contingencies.
e second emergencies may arise which
endanger your property, as well as
II forms of liability and collision !MOW.
advise you fully as to your needs. We
• talk over the matter with you.
is Insurance Agency
Street — — — Telephone No. 5
I —J
'roud of Our Heritage.
s when our forefathers blazed the trail
democracy, flour milling played an Ins.
in every comm unity. Flour mills did
.ed America; they helped develop her
rhe old mill was looked upon as an asset
unity—the "honest old miller" a highly
en.
r pro-viel .01 our heritage—as Americans-
of a vast industry that dates back more
rears. Even in this modern age we hold
ge traditions of the "honest old miller."
fig pleases us more than the privilege to
inanity wherein we hare gained confid-
yin and respect.
FDER MILLING CO.
Inereashig cloudiness and warmer
Saturday, followed by light show-
ers Saturday night, probably clear-
ing Sunday morning; somewhat
cooler Sunday.
fr HE —1
LLSTEINING
POST
• I am always reading odd and
unrelated facts about things and
people and tninking at the time I
will remember those for future use
in some manner. Then I forget all
about them, perhaps for years, and
then they will come back at some
unexpected time. I read quite a
lot, but long since decided that
my reading was of little value. I
never consciously study anything,
therefore I know that my reading
is more or less useless, and about
all I accumulate is a lot of useless
information and scraps of facts
about things which are of no
earthly importance. One of the
national magazines runs a regu-
lar department of these odd facts,
and this is one of my favorite
pieces of reading I turn to it as
soon as this magazine is received,
and rarely fail to find at least one
Item which interests me.
• • •
• In the last issue of this ma-
gazine, for example. I ran cross
one item which intrigued me. The
item stated that in 1935 the state
of Michigan passed a law under
which all persons who are sentenc-
ed to state prisons, and who are
able to pay for the service, must
pay for their board while in pri-
son. This cost is figured roughly
at one dollar per day. Now that
law, it strikes me, is a most intel-
ligent piece of legislation. Why
should the state, in trying to ex-
act restitution from, some person
who has violated state laws, be
compelled to pay board for the
man while serving his sentence?
That is, if the man happen to be
a well to do man, fully able to pay
a dollar a day for his board. Of
course the man should pay his own
food bill at such times. I even be-
lieve he should pay his doctor's bill,
his hospital cost if such is need-
ed during his stay in prison. All
this, of course. if the prisoner is
financially able to pay these
things.
• • •
• But like many other laws
which are passed, and which seem
1po have a reasonable basis of in-
telligence, this law is not working
out very well. For since it was
passed some twenty thousand pri-
soners have entered Michigan pri-
sons, and of this number it has
been found possible to collect this SOVIET
dollar a day from only two of
them. Among twenty thousand
men and women it is natural to
assume that there must have been
many Who were able to pay a
dollar a day board, but for some
reason the state has been unable
to secure payment for such service
from only two persons. One might
be pardoned for believing that the
law has been a failure, for two
out of twenty thousand is a very
small percentage.
'
Hitler Won't
Be Hurried
On Invasion
Spokesman Explains Assault
Is Awaiting Fuehrer's
Decision
Berlin, —(Elaturday)—The inva-
sion of Britain—if and when it
comes—awaits Fuehrer Hitler's de-
cision "and he will not be hurried,"
a German spokesman declared to-
day.
The Nazi air force meanwhile
kept up its riiids on Britain, strik-
ing a new and fiercer tempo for
daylight action which a flying
gunner-observer declared, had
turned besieged London into a scene
of chaos.
Speculation on "Nazi time sched-
ules," however,. is futile, commen-
tators asserted, because the initia-
tive is in German hands and none
but the fuehrer can determine the
moment when Britain is "ripe for
the final assault."
Planes Drawn To London
Military circles insisted the aerial
preparations, from the German
point of view, were well in hand.
They asserted that a sign of the
growing effectiveness of the unre-
lenting German attack was the
drawing of the preponderance of
the British air defenses to the Lon-
don region.
Other parts of the island are be-
ing deprived of fighter planes and
anti-aircraft artillery so as to pro-
tect the capital, they contended.
One dock section has been so
splotched by fires, ploughed by
bombs and blanketed by smoke that
a low-altitude reconnaissance
showed no anti-aircraft batteries
In action to protect it, said Hans
Rec.henberg, former economics
ministry official who gave this
bombsight picture.
He said that the hest was so
fierce and the smoke so choking
that gunners had to give up their
posts along the Thames riverfront.
London Chaotic
"Summing up my personal im-
pressions," Richenberg related, in
an interview. "I can only say that
London is already a scene of chaos.
And remember this is only the be-
ginning"
• • •
• I have no means of knowing
the mental processes of prisoners
in state prisons—although if the
flood of new laws and the diffi-
eulty of obeying them continues
this experience may yet be mine—
but it seems to me that if I hap-
pened to be confined in a prison
I would feel just a little bit bet-
ter if I paid my board right along.
I believe that .it would give me a
feeling of pride over my fellow pri-
soners that I managed to pay my
board, and perhaps the feeling of
shame and humiliation would not
be so keen. A fellow likes to pay
his way at all times, and being in
prison would not stifle this feel-
ing In my breast.
• • •
• Perhaps, however, I am merek,
Imagining these things, for I have
no way of knowing how a prisoner
things and what he feels. Perhaps
when the gates swing against a
man he ceases to have the feelings
which men on the outside have. I
have always understood that no
person in prison—or few, at any
rate, feel that they should be so
confined. Most of them feel that
they have been unjustly dealt
with, and even condemned killers
see little justice in bets, pun-
tOsslisnati se pais I)
WATERWAYS
CARRY AID TO NAZI
Moscow, —Quantities cf oil and
grain are passing along Soviet
Russia's inland waterways from
the Black Sea to the German bor-
der, the Communist Party news-
paper Pravda reported today.
Four tankers built in Russia for
transport of oil products from the
Black Sea proceeded up the Dniep-
er River via Kiev yesterday, head-
ing for the Dnieper-Bug Canal en
route to the Western city of Brest.
Following them were three grain
ships and two other oil tankers in
tow. -
Export Ban Put
On Plane Plans
Washington, —President Roose-
velt clamped license requirements
today on the export of certain
plans and supplies for aircraft, in
order to "further strengthen the
national defense."
The presidential proclamation,
made public at his press conference,
added to the export license list
equipment used for producing avia-
tion motor fuel and tetraethyl lead
or any plans or specification, or
operation of such equipment;; and
plans, specifications and descrip-
tive or technical information of
any kind setting forth the design
or construction of aircraft or air-
craft engines.
These items are in addition to
those covered in a proclamation
last July placing petroleum prod-
ucts, tetraethyl lead and iron and
steel scrap under license for ex-
port.
Heavier Taxes
To Finance War
Seen For Britain
London, —The prospect of heavi-
er taxes was seen Friday in a de-
claration by Sir Kingsley Wood,
Chancellor of the Exchequer, that
it is undesirable for the country to
I try to finance itself through thel
war mainly by treasury bills and
other forms of unfunded debt.
Sir Kingsley, addressing the Lord
Mayor's luncheon at Leeda, said the
large sum required to avoid infla-
tion meant a strict reduction in
consumption, heavy taxation and
continuous saving and lending.
"It cannot profit anyone to with-
hold a single penny," he mid. "We
have much to endure, anich to
suffer."
HOSPITAL NEWS
Mrs. Poster Edwards is improving.
, Tommy Shepard is getting along
nicely.
Foster Edwards has been dis-
missed.
Little Janice Brady Johnson is
Improving.
Little Billy Mack Easley will be
dismissed today.
Mrs. J. M. Watson is improving.
Williard Fry is getting along fine.
Ed Wade is improving.
SPURNED MINER KILLS
TEACHER AT SCHOOL
Uniontown, Penn., —Calling at
the classroom of a pretty brunette
school teacher he had courted for
a year, a 35-year-old coal miner
killed her and turned his gun on
himself because she told him their
friendship was "off" State Police-
man Walter Heur said today.
A dozen horrified pupils jumped
out the first-floor windows, others
screamed and huddled in corners
as the man's revolver blazed yes-
terday. The teacher, Carolyn Del-
linnet, 29, shot twice in the chest,
fell to the floor dead.
Fate Of New Alien Cock For U. S.
Hinges Upon Pkuts To Adjourn
Washington — Passed swiftly by
the House at President Roosevelt's
behest, a nationality code aimed
partly at "fifth columnists" arrived
today at the Senate where its fate
depended largely on how quickly
Congress adjourns.
House approval, on a voice vote,
followed word from Roosevelt that
he wished the measure mud with
"as little delay as possible."
The President added, In • letter
to Representative Sabath (D.-111.),
that he was informed -that the
opinion that its enactment might
serve to curb certain fifth column
activities."
Must Walt Turn
However, Senator Barkley of
Kentucky, the Democratic leader
mid the legislation would have to
await Its turn on the Senate kale-
lattve calendar. He Indicated the
oode would not be permitter% to In-
terfere with the Democratic
leadership's plan to adjourn Con-
• L
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Union: y Meeting Ma
For Nev. Road Leadin
Union city, Tenn. — Definite
steps toward securing the paving
of the road between Union City
and Clinton, were taken last
night with the decision to send a
delegation front towns on Highway
45-W interested h) the project to
Nashville to confer with State
Highway Department officials.
The action came as a result of
the meeting held at the City Hall
here last night when members of
the Union City board of commis-
sioners met with representatives of
the Humboldt Chamber of Com-
merce-to discuss plans for the sur-
facing of the road, which, it Is
estimated would put Union City
nine miles closer to the Cairo
bridge.
Representatives from all inter-
ested towns will go to Nashville
next Thursday, Sept. 19, to lay the
project before the Commisioner
and other officials of the Tenn-
essee Highw
decided. litt
contact Lover
Highway 45.
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Huge Dutch i liner
Slips From U. S.
To Aid British
New York, —Bound for an un-
disclosed port—presumably to be-
come a troop ship for the British—
the $15,000,000 Holland-America
flagship Nieuw Amsterdam today ,
was on the high seas after an un-
announced departure from New I
York harbor last *ht.
Chartered to She British Min-
istary of Shipping, the 36.287-ton
craft, which made her maiden voy-
age to Amerfiat little more than
}4w0 years ago, :awned no cargo or
pease Tonir snkt Bev The
Netherlands flag.
Designed to carry 1,232 pa- sen-
gers and a crew of 650, her eleven
decks could be remodeled to ferry
many more troops across the At-
lantic. She has a ser.lce speed
of 21 1-2 knots and is 713 feet long.
Since May 14 she has been in
New York harbor.
gross by October 1.
The legislation, which would set
up a new code at naturalization
laws, would withdraw United
States citizenship from thousands
of persons living abroad.
N. Pereira Service
It aim would expatriate those
citizens who serve in a foreign
army whether or not thy, take a
foreign oath of allegiance, those
who accept certain civil offices
with foreign governments and
those who vote in foreign elections,
such as the German world wide
plebiscites.
Advoeacy of the overthrow of
the United States Government or
participation of any kind in such
• movement would make an alien
ineligible to eitisenship, as would
sabotage. Regementattee Rees (R.-
Kan.) expressed the view the new
eligibility regalements would
block Communists. Stasis and
vista from bumming anima
Edmonton. Eng..
Asks Edmonton, Ky.
To Aid Plane Fund
Glasgow. KY.
Judge W. S. Ko
ceived a cablety
Mayor of Ed
which read
"We have op, ed a fund for
building a Sou-Wire plane to be
named Edmonton
Judge Kelly 'aid the plane
would cost around $25.000 and
besides, he didn't have the money
to answer the message. The Ed-
monton Mayor apparently thought
the Kentucky wan was named after
the British town
Edmond. Ky. was named af..er
Edmond Rogers. a Revolutionary
War soldier, who donated the land
on which the town is built. Edmond
Rogers Chapter, D. A. R., at Glas-
gow bears his name.
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Germans Charge Britisl
Crime In Distributing I
Berlin -- Aill honked German I ulation."
sources charged today that British Rag
airmen are throwing bags of "Col- , ''In a W
orado potato 1011‘:" into potato town a be4
fields in Germany, Luxembourg was found
and Belgium in an snort to lay from a Br
waste the major food source of went on,
those countries. charges.
These sources said the bugs mul- "It had I
tiply rapidly and ere hard to con- was only t
trol. They cited this alleged form tamed h
of attack as another "example of beetles, wt
British unfairness." to the pot
Two days ago a change was made were founl
that the British ere throwing mil- a Luxemb
lions of self -WA* "leaves" tember 9 r
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CORRECTIONS
The Leader will gladly correct any error In facts
tench may have gotten into Ha rews stories when
attention is called to them
Editorial
tN ODD STORY
arm*.
A few days ago an airliner crashed
in the hills of Virginia. carrying all
the crew and pasngers to death.
The cause of the crash remains a
mystery, at least publicly, although
federal investigators are still probing
into the matter and hope to ascer-
tain the probable cause. From all
known evidence, the plane was flying
on a perfect course ten minutes before
the crash. and the final wreck occurred
over territory where a forced landing
might have been easily possible. The
evidence indicates that the great
plane struck a ridge during a thunder-
storm. at a peculiar angle and with en-
gine throttles wide open. with the
plane apparently out of control.
Now, according to some of the
inside columnists in Washington, a
deeper mystery may be involved. It
appears that Senator Lundeen of Min-
nesota. who died in the crash, had
been under the watchful eye of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation for
some time. and at the time of the
crash was being trailed by these Fed-
eral men. On the plane. and dying in
the same crash, were one operative of
the F. B. I. a Department of Justice at-
torney and an F. B. T. secretary. The
Federal Bureau of Investigation never
acknowledges that a man is being
shadowed, in such cases as these. but
these facts seem to speak for them-
selves. It is a known fact. the Wash-
ington writers say, that federal men had
been watching Lundeen for some time.
and it appears probable that the G-
man on the plane was engaged in
shadowing Lundeen when death came to
all.
11
1
Senator Lundeen was known to
a particularly vigorous member of the
isolation group in Washington and re-
peatedly opposed all efforts to prepare
the United States for possible war
against Germany. Some of the pages
of the past unfolded in connection with
his activities in Washington. for George
Sylvester Viereck. famous German
propagandist of World War days. was a
frequent visitor in the Lundeen offices.
The latter is generally presumed to be
still in the par of the German Foreign
Office, and his frequent visits to
Lundeen aroused considerable com-
ment and criticism during past months.
Viereck was one of the group which
tvorked with the notorious German
group in this country prior to American
entry into the World War, and he is
believed to have had a great deal to
do with such disasters as the Black
Tom explosion. Informally, he is be-
lieved to be a cousin of the former
Kaiser of Germany.
Viereck was said to frequently
bring gifts of candy to the employes
of the Lundeen offices, and the sten-
ographers finally became suspicious
of various Nazi sympathizers who
came to the offices and reported the
matter to Department of Justice of-
ficials. Efforts had been made and
were still being made by the F. B. I.
men to ascertain what hobkup exist-
ed between Lundeen and the German
Poreign Office
It is not beyond the bounds of
passibility that some of this figured
fatal crash whirh carried twenty-
fi'M Mr* to a flaming death. The
pOSSIbillty that a ftghl may throe
occurred on the airliners being can-
vassed, although the F. B. I. is as tight
16 Yews Ago
(Sept 14J924)
Friends of the young couple were !
given quite a surprise when Miss Mozelle
Roach and Paul Chambers were quiet-
ly married Sunday morning. The i
bride is the daughter of Mr. and 'Mrs
A. H. Mohundro and the groom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Chambers.
He is employed by the Belknap Hard-
ware Company.
A wedding of much interest was
that of Miss Margaret Luten to Robert
Bard. which took place in Union City
yesterday morning. Dr. Pickens, pre-
siding elder. said the ceremony, which
took place at the Methodist parsonage.
Dr. and Mrs. Luten accompanied the
couple to Union City. Immediately
after the ceremony the couple left
on a wedding trip to Memphis and Lit-
tle Rock.
Mrs. Lee Roberts underwent an opera-
tion Sunday afternoon in the hospital
in Paducah.
Walter J. Willingham today purchas-
ed at public auction the tobacco barn
on the upper end of Carr street.
Misses Elizabeth Ethridge and Mary
Elizabeth Beadles left this morning
for Cleveland. Tenn.. to enter Cen-
tenary college.
Mrs. Sarah Gibbs and daughter. Miss
Jennie. have returned from a visit to
relatives in Amorilla and Oklahoma City.
Miss Mary Whitesell Matthews left
today for McKenzie to enter Bethel
Woman's college.
Selected Feature 1
THE LION STILL IS KING OF BEASTS
The Englishman with his back to
the wall explains why the Lion should
be a symbol for the British nation.
The observation is not orig'alai.
The fitness of that emblem has aeei.
noticed by an American ti.inker and
2.1aboratecl in some remarkably acute
and characteristics. Studies George San-
tayana has pointed out how digni-
fied in repose is the noble animal,
how slow to move: how, being elder1!
now, he appears to be tame. amen-
able. easy-going. He submits to all the
laws. regulations. prescriptions al id
growls only • out of force of havi.
Flies light on him and he brushes
them off lazily. Don't let him fool yo.'.
He can spring. His strength when arous-
ed "proves altogether surprising and
unaccountable" He never seems to
mind a blow. "his courage is terrible"
This is something German philo-
sophers have failed to grasp. They
did not realize the wisdom of the hy-
enas "who go to snarl at a distance."
They denied that he was still the king
of beasts, as the American eagle is
king of birds, and the notion that the
British character is lionlike prompted
them to merriment when it did not fill
them with contempt.
The Lion is veritable and valid
yet, shaggy and stern in moral outlook
as in physical makeup! Liars rouse
him to indignation and it is not safe
to trick him and play him for a fool
more than once. His fortitude is leon-
ine, his patience All but inexhaustible.
and' "through a thousand stupidities
and blunders." always he pulls through.
That. also. Germans have chosen to for-
get.
By now the:: must know that the
Lion is no comfortable friends cat
careful of his ease, coddling his com-
fort. He is, in truth, fearful to view
. as an army with banners. Tenderly
solicitous for the decencies, even of
warfare, inexpugnable. as all America
prays and hopes, as he himself never
question, in his island stronghold, he
awaits the enemy with his back to
the wall, his claws sharpened his
mane bristling.—Courier-Journal.
lipped as usual about the matter. The
fact remains that secret service opera-
tives in the United States are really
working on foreign spies these days.
and it is not likely that as much dam-
age will be done in this war as WIlk_
the case in the first World war. Guid-
ed hy the expel-it-Tree of those years,
arid with a powerful force of trained
operative the United States is taking
against foreign agents.
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TURERS Thee e qualifying allowed
Itransportatiets In School Reprewn-
1,
tatives of AA. rica's leading AIR-
CRAFT SC110‘ will be in Fulton
Ito interview ee hanieal mindec
men in prep mg for rositionz
!STUDENT Bt: GET PLAN AVAP..-
IABLE. Sevetii" boys from this zem,
Won trained-a:31 pbced- en' gockl
;.lobs hr us. Absently. Ac^u I. T.
Regist ati, Dept. 361 ParkVlet.
Note.. Mt ; Tenn 307-30
_ _ 
dift`9010110
PIANO ::IFt SALE. Call X. Ad,.
2111-tf.
FOr: - Conn ano horn. 1-4
.original cot Call 684. Adv. 215-V
- _—
FOR REN; Bedroom or furnish-
' cd apartrer t. Apply )7
Mrs. Fred ( Ade. 215-51.
INstiteCTION
DIESEL
Is your ortunity in Diesel?
Invest iv a', low cost course. I.
worth i I card to learn what
. you? We have many
Diesel elc,n . to give you the act-
ual practie:, ruining on. ISTUDEN—
BUDGET API AVAILABLE 5.)'
el Building. hilc.niphis
207-3;
Hemphill D
Tenn.
FOR P:
Private i.
L. Brown.
_
Furnished bedroom.
via ev..Call 204. 2Mars...6tS..
- -
FOR SAI: 15 acres land on U.
C. higi.saN stiles west of Fulton.
Reasonable. ee H. C. Kilgore. 1
mile north Harris. Adv. 217-St.
?OR RFNT-'W'--SALII: Modern
u rn ace head 7-room home.
-
Tho Cause
of INsease
F:st every ase there i..‘
must be C •`"
to be restored
When cau,cd hgt nerve prestire
Chiropractv: today U
Your ci. .,sisa. Investigate
your Chit rector can correct
you arc
sick.
•
DR. VERA MON CAM,
Chirfrtvirate
PaIme. Cream's.)
•
orncit mom
•••12.—taps
And by diesownest
411 11kCall
Fulton, Kentueki1 Saturday Afternoon, Sleptetuher 14, 1940.
garage. barn. *Mary Insue. 3 1-3  
:acres land. !Kane 1145-1111. Charles
'E. Mackey. Adv. 211/4t.
FOR non . Rooms at 304 Third;
street. Cali 550. Ado. 213-01
-
L1STIENING POST
WentIneed fres* Page One)
--
Several months ago a Mem-
phis gambler killed one of his etie-1
mars. shooting him down without'
a chance In a Memphis restaiiranLi
 After a trial the gambler aa.s sen-
tenced to life in the Tennessee'
;prison Now a life term for a mur-
der seems fairly light to me, but
'press reports tell me that this man
'rails constantly at the severity 
o 
l
tds sentence and weeps over the
'Injustice that has been done him.1
'Feeling that way. this man would
Inot be willing to pay for his board.'of eourse We feels that he is un-
i jUstty held, the victim of judicial
litUpedity. and feeling this way he.
----- Of course. would not be willing to
siled moms- pay for his enforced stay in the
lace heat. Mrs. state
 prison
• • •
said at the beginning that
all these odd and unrelated facts
Were larsrely useless. hit I have
'made a slicht use of this one I
have n coitimii on a sub-
.jetet utignially was only ten
Golden. Wine- lumps.
Stark.s Red smied-. 
-CALL 135-
Fred Roberson
—tor
roeeries & Meat
-We Deliver-
101 State Line St.
•
111
EDWARDS
FOOD STORE
Home of Quality
Foods
-Free Delivery-
417 Main - Tel. 199
Chiropractic Health
Service
DR. A. C. WADE
Carver Graduate Clitrepnicter
•
My work is not UaUed Is the
SPINE.
•
Phore--Itesidenee 324. Mtn
to 5 and by appointment
222 Lake St. — Fulton, Ky.
STORE YOUR COAL NOW
Hot weather is here—yon don't need fires—hist
nose is the test time to store coal for next grimier. it's
more conrenient and yore may save money bit it,
We also offer complete Plarnbing Service.
P. '1'. JONES & SON
Telephone 702 - Coca and Plumbing
HORNREAK
FUNERAL HOME
Corner Carr (Ind Third Sireet
Phone No. 7
Ambulance Serrice
$1.00DOWN ...$1.00 A WEEK
That's how easy it is to hia this famous mattress and
put laninry Comfort' into niar home. .k Reantyrent
has these advantage% . . . it has a different and htteer
type of innerspring con,triirtion . . . it has Rag
-proof
edge's ... it laNted 3 time.. longer than other mattresses
in durability test'. ... it is guaranteed for 10 years.
Come in, see the itersillre.L. and fity its superb cows.
fort. Then, if yon like, take :111vantage of our special
low terms. r-
Grab= Furniture Company
•&aka,
I PI. a. (ISOM WHAM, 1900;111TY Eprken.....osyscs se . su
MOO.
SOCIAL and PERSONAL
AMMO FOOTBALL
GAM& IN MARTIN
'Among the big crowd of Fulton
football fans who attended the first
game of the season between Mar-
tin and Fulton in Martin last
night were:
Rachel Hunter Baldridge. Doris
Parham, Mary Norma Weather-
spoon, Ellen Jane Purcell, Lillian
Homm, Mary Mbzelle Craftion,
George Crafton, Hugh Earle, Mary
Ethyl Lansden, Virginia Holmes,
Jack Welions, Glenn McAlister,
Jane Owen. Patsy Ruth McClellan,
Polly Owen, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Browning. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fall,
Jr., Mr and Mrs. William Black-
stone. Mr. and Mrs. Ward Bushart,
Mr and Mts. Hoyt Moore, Mr. and
Mrs. J. 0. Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. Mil-
ler Harpole, Mary Virginia Whayne,
John Dunn, Harold Peeples, J. Meek
Scates, Jack Moore, Felix (3oasum,
ammil• ••
Cooke, Junes Meacham. Peggy
'Cook.
! Marilyn Shankle, Adele, Kath-
ryn, Mary, Abaline Hortira, Bob
!White, Ernest Fall, R. H. Wade,
Mrs. Elizabeth Snow, Mrs. M. L.
Parker, Jack Parker, Bobby Snow,
George Moore, Jerry Cavender, Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Voeipel, Mr. and
Mrs. Ward Johnson, Mr. and Mrs.
J. P. Batley Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
Hallow a y , Mrs. Ray Cion ta, Paul
!James, R. E. Sanford, John Ray
'Allison, Frank Clark, Jerry Jones,
ll Whitnell, R. V. Putnam, Marie
end Elizabeth Ferguson, Christine
Cardwell, Maxine McGee, James
Thomas Nanney, Theodore Kra-
mer, Anna Jean Norris, Paris Camp-
bell, Paul Laine. James Godfrey, Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Maddox, Book
enrollment cereinonY. or-- Mr. and aim James Warren are The Petain Government an- 
gold will adapt themselves to the
Weaver, James Cullum, Mr. and
Mrs. -Buck" Bushart, K. P Dalton. inthialbell Ill tit) take 
the place of going 
new system and allow its return
ta 'Ammon, tenii., today to flounced yesterday the opening of
a special account of 50.000.000.000: to circulation gradually by 
increas-
Jr., Elmus Lynn Hokulton, Mr. and the Worn
an's Missionary Society spend the wk-sad with the for-
of France as part of the amount thus allowing it again to fulfill it
s,
purchases in our markets,
Mrs. R. B. Jones and son, Fred and will op
en a field of wider scope Inee.e parents, Res. and Mrs. C. H. franes (VI .0e0.00cm .00n ) in the Bank' ing their
Jimmie Lewis, Jane Lewis, Martha Ludy, Sam Omar. Jr., Clyde W11- 
and service for the women of the l Warren and family.
Germany is exacting for occupation natural function of regulating '
Moore. Rubye Boyd Alexander. Bil- Hams, Jr.. Margaret Nell Brady,1 
Methodist Jack Carter, former Fulton High
Marilyn liarpole, Jane Parker, Mr.'
Dotty Shop for few usenthe. HIs
dater. Was Neva* Sanolsky, will
obit St charge of the loeid store.
• • •
Alr11 01 1 ) 11011/11•11,
formed that duty, and all enjoyed ;ituritt• *1°hib
!leer for southwest Kentucky, pi.' itimAllison, 'Ronald
e, • .
M rra Earl al Mara 
Gossum, Paris • - • •
Aazis Give Nantes
$1100,000.1* Finemembers. 
Campbell. .tallies Godfrey, Harold States would have to put its huge
Peeples, 4be Martin and Jack Car- stock of gold back into circulationi
- 
PERSONALS
Y LIAM
_______.&•••11•1•11=1MONOW
sno (Hon usalsktr, muss Dorothy Misses Margaret Neil Brady,1 sive campaign and are confident
PAGE TRUK
Janes ilnd atil Willey, Mlas Marilyn Shankle, Marilyn Harpole,! that Kentucky will give President
01101100:01.11111111. and Jerry Jones, Jane Parker and Peggy Cooke are lidoeievelt, &ratter Chandler and
glis mane perganiel and Earl Wil- spending this week-end with Mr. I other Democratic nominees the
Wilt, en. Obeli 111.111ty-five stags. and Mrs Reginald Williamson.
atAsONVO IMIIIIHNO 1. 
LireeMka-euirlidnewKitehtcthiearmstswteilirs.peiNtrlsd. becomeosaid
same large majorities which have
IN" 
Miss
Virginia thMe
Boyd Clay. in Old Hickory, Tenn. '
Charles Allen Williams is in Mem-
008 . phis today on business. `sin L r SEENinspniaon of the Murray chapter whoa cramgegd, IL P Dalton. Rus- Warren Thompson left this morn-
of Royal Arch Masons last evening. Lynn Houston, ing for the University of Ken- -----
FOE U. S. GOLD
Mr. Worth, being the inspecting of- sell TrOVIL 1,1115 
 Frank . Rome,-- Count Volti di Misurata,
a leading Italian financial expert,
declared today that the United
tucky, Lexington.
customary in our State,"
lie Read, James Shelby, William
Humphreys. Merville Mullins, Char-
les Dixon. Dick Meacham. John Mac
Travis, Mr and Mrs. Ward McClel-
lan, Myrtle Hinkley. Ernest Han-
cock, ff. L. Hardy. Jr.. Robert Koe11-
ing, Buzz Grogan, Elizabeth Payne,
Mr. and Mrs Charles Gregory and
son, Billie. Mrs, C.. B. Butterworth,
Elizabeth Butt, Carolyn Beadles. Mr.
and Mrs Robert Burrow, Kathryn
and Mrs. Reginald Williamson.
• • •
UNCHEON HoNORS
Vichy, France, -Authorities of
the German army of occupation,
maintenance of which is costing
France 400,000,000 francs i$11.000,-
000 atahe official exchange rate' a
day. fined the city of Nantes 5.-
000.000 f ( 100 000
expenses.
Nantes was fined for cutting
of a telephone line used by Ger-
man officials the night of Sep-
- tea will be neld, honoring the
LOUISVILLE VISITOR Mr. and Mrs. Milker Burgess will t'elriher
terday at a well-planned luncheon
honoring their sister, Mrs Gold-
wyn Lewis of Louisville. at the
 home of Mrs. Hornbeak on the
eltiltU I. 0
EMI itoo0
111112
-LAST TIMES TODAY-
"FLOWING GOLD"
PAT O'BRIEN
JOHN GARFIELD
-STARTS MAD 4Y- ?
W Powell
Myrna I My
-in-
NEWS • COMEDY
SINGER
Solt mg Slachinem
N`nrintm Ctenners
Repairs.
I serf ilachines
N. 'I'. ItILEY
116-W State Elne-Thene 631
•
 •••
f charter members and new officersMesdames All Hornbeak and W. j - • . • * return to their home on West:DRBIOCHAII HAP
L. Holland entertained a number I street tomorrow from a two weeks 
,
STATE CAMPAIGN
of Brownsville, Tenn., friends yes-'WEINER I
WPAST vacation.
LAST EVENING .., 
h.,. ,. 
- ----
Union City highway.
Covers were laid for Mrs. Robert
Mann. Mrs. Pat Mann, Carl Mann,
Mrs. C. T. Hopper, Mrs. Guy Bur-
ton, Mrs. William Patton all of
aviln%aville, Mrs. Lewis and the
heatieSell.
• • •
LSAT, TOMORROW
yin UNIVERSITY OF KY.
, Miss Mary Virginia Whayne. Miss
;Mary Mozelle Crafton. and John
ILlainn will leave Fulton tomorrow
, for Lexington where they will en-
ter the University of Kentucky. • • -
Paul DUrbin, a senior in Law , COTILLION CLUB
College at the University, and Paris:ENJOY DANCE
'Campbell, also a senior. left for Following the football game in
Lexington today. lalartin last night members of the
10etiRion Club and their guests• • •
LILLIAN COOK GOES gathered at the Elks Club rooms
To NASHVILLE TODAY here for an informal dance.
, Miss Lillian Cook is leaving to- Couples attending were Miss
;day for Nashville. Tenn.. where she, abeth Payne and Will Taylor,
jis entering Vanderbilt as a junior. iLee. Miss Maurene Ketcham and l
Miss Cook is a graduate of Ste-ICharles Browder, Miss Betty erse•
phens College in Columbia. Mo. !Houston and Milton Crawford,
• • • iMlss Doris Parham and Almus Un-
ROBERT KOELLING iderwood. Miss Mary Mozelle Craf-
LEAVES TOMORROW 1ton and Harold Mullins, Miss Donna
Robert Koelling will leave Fulton DeMyer and Joe Treas. Miss Rachel '1  
_aarassismearrweist
tomorrow for College Station, Tex., Hunter Baldridge and Jimmie I • • • • • • II • 
•
Weaks of Water Valley, Miss Mary •to re-enter Texas Agriculture & wrrcH REPAIRING
'Mechanical College. Robert as be- Ethyl Lansden and Hugh Earle,: • SIND ELGIN 
WATCHES,
!film Jane Dallas and Fred Brady ! •Iginning Ina third year at Texas A. RULOVA, 
RAMILTOU
• & M. Miss Martha Neil Houston arid j • ALIDRZIES JEWELRY CO.
• • • Jack Wellons, Miss Virginia Holmes  • • •
iniageg
The Hon. D. Fred Worth, accone-raggeg, Linen Houston and
ponied by Harry Potter ,and others opygela
attended the annual meeting for
a
in the new European economy it
will be eliminated sooner or later."
Vold said the Axis powers would
try to get the most out of Euro-
pean production iind econemv
through integration and raone-
tary stability.
• • •
CHARTER MEETING OF 
ter of Old RIckory Bobby Snow
METHODIST SOCIETY MONDAY 
and George For Cutting Wire,
The charter meeting of the 
Woman's Society of Christian titer-
vice will be held at the Pint Meth-
odist, Church Monday at ternoon ,
September 10. at 2:30 o'olocit. The ,
. and Mca. Leak Bard and Mr
pastor, Rev. W. H. Saxon, will cali acid pars. liewidi Thompson are
the meeting to order and Mrs. I. spending a few daN, in Eastern
H. Felts wiii preside during the Kentucky.
Invitation is extendedA cordial  , coach, now coaching at Mt. Juli-
to every itnemb?.r and those who ette, Tenn., attended the football
are interested In this new program, game in Martiri last night and la-
After the meeting an informal ter visited friends in Fulton.
itIDONARI) SANOIFSK
MOVES TO CAIRO
Leonard Sanofsk, who has been
manager of Dotty Shop in Fulton,
is leavrnir this week-end for Cairo,
fli.. where he will manager the
n=1=11%--in--tr-arxar=nr-Irmlit=sr-tUrr.-Jr=r-btr--Jr---liumMi
NOTICE
Bottles Must Be Returned
The dairy-men of Fulton are con-
fronted with a shortage of bottles anti
are asking that all customers make
arrangements to return bottles as
soon as possible. If bottles are nOt re.
turned it means a loss to all dairy•
men, and if this less continues-it WI
make an increase in the price of mill
inevitable. All milk customers are ult.
ged to return these bottles in order tat
prevent this increase.
Mignewi by itlikaftillif poiryeemet
NEWTON 1180TIIIERS
FULTON MBE WILK CO.
IL 116 HOUSTON
CITY DAIRY
'JOLLEY'S DAIRY
emiglire
iitk* Matt
The Young People's :raining(
Union of the First Baptist Church'
enjoyed a weiner roast last night
in the Austin woods east of town.
Those attending were Mr. arid
Mrs Clifton Hamlett. Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Pugh, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Rushton, Mr. and Mrs. Otis Sizzle,
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Kirkland, Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice Bailey, Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Jones and daughter,
Sandra. Mr and Mrs. Phillip Hum-
phreys, Mrs. Malcolm Smith, Mrs.
Cecile Arnold. Mimes Nell Marie
Mooneyham, Almeda Brown, June
Dixon and Sara, Linton, Messrs.
Jimmy Mulienex and James Undefo
wood
Mee
COMFORT
We balge DM1 la seeing that
Mit patiOns illedve the al-
Meat In toed, servic, in
efivetif4 o Wien rhet'aer
sea Wileviell or •
ran diluter. Torrirni meet!,
our best atteattan.
We Carry e Congolese Liao Beer
*Win
COOK'S - GREISDIECK - PABST
FALSTAFF -BLATZ -.STERLING
and BUDWEISER
••••••..
•
•
•
•
Washington - Kentucky Dem-
ocratic campaign headquarters will
,be opened in Louisville at the Ken-
tucky Hotel next Monday. with
IJudge William B. Ardery. State
campaign chairman, making the
necessary arrangements it was an-
nounced here by Robert H. Hum-!
phreys, secretary of the Democra-
tic State Central Committee.
Humphreys returned to Frank-
fort last night after spending Wed-
nesday ih Washington conferring
with Senators Barkley and Chand-
ler and all Kentucky Democratic
Congressman who are here con-
cerning plans for the Kentucky
campaign.
'We intend to wage an aggres- 61.1111111r
411111.•••••••••aateiMkaaaa__...._ _a••■•••••••••••••‘-'•
by buying German and Italian
goods after the ,war of grid would
be abandoned as a medium of ex-
change in world trade.
This assertion was made in /I
Popolo d'Ita.tlia. Premier Musso-
lini's newspaper, by di Misurata,
president of the Fascist Confed-
eration of Industrialists.
"Either the present holders of
trade," the Count wrote, or -with-
111111E1111111S3--
Permanent Waves
Finger Waves
Shampoos
HILL'S BEAUTY
SHOP
Highlands
—Phone 721—
LTDWuuQ!PURE MILK
POR YOUR HEALT 'S SAKE
9'-8l3
Sensational Furniture
VALUE
Complete hoe of--
CIRCULATING C 0 A L and
OIL BURNING HEATERS,
HOT BLAST, OAK & WOOD
HEATERS, at very low prices
• perfection Portable Oil Heaters
• Coal Hods
• Shovefs
• Coal Tongs
• Am& all Stove Accessories.
Only $75.00
For this Massive 7-Piece
Walnut Finished
Red Room Suite
Includes heavy Paster Bed. large
Vanity. Roomy Chest, Vanity
Bench, complete with Coil
Springs and 55-lb. Mattress.
Don't fail to ale this Super-
Tahoe.
orrivst SUITES-
39.95 np
PACE FOUR
•
RIMS 1KY LEADER
Eulhlogs Lose Heart-Breaking I The petition, filed in the Unitedto file a
 petition in bankruptcy.
1 States District Court here, said 
the
Genie To Martin Panthers 13-12 c°111tY ow
ed a total of $.543,559
bonds, warrants and interest, and
in
that it was unable to levy or col-
time-, and failure to convert after
two touchdavms brought a heart-
brecking defeat to the Fulton High
Bulldogs in Martin last night, the
local team losing 13 to 12 after
having MIti.11 a second half lead
with a Pier touchdowns. The game
was playeci •:,n the Junior College
field, rifts all the color and pomp
of a cailege game, and a tremend- 
dogs, and the Panthers came back I/stilted since 1933 "because of the
ous crawi witnessed the tilt. Ful- 
strong in the fourth to go over the decreases in property valuation
ton sent over a large delegation, 
line for another touchdown, in lk- and because of the inability in 
GERMANS SINK
practicelly filling half the stand, 
ing the final score 13-12. Warner some cases of the taxpayers to pay
--
and the Fulton and Martin bands 
Miller, Martin's No. 13 quarterback, said taxes as a result of the (Irian-
paraded at -nalf time. Although 
who ran like greased lightning, cial conditions created by the na-
New York, —The steamship Ville
th?ir opening game the 
proved a jinx to Coach Giles' boys. tion de Mons, 7
,430 tons, formerly the
al depression.' 
gave every indication uf 
Fulton's next game will be with 
American shipper of the United
having drive and power and with 
Marion High Friday. Sept. 20 at 
States Lines. has been torpedoed
OHIOAN AT 73 IS BICYCLE FAX and sunk off the British Lsles.
afore prastice it appears evident Madan' The U. S. Lines, which made the
team plainly showed the efforts of 
Fulton Pos.that...better days are a
head. The Lineup: martin Cleveland , Ohio. -Seventy- announcement. said she is the fifth
lack 1 ractice in the opening
Nehns  LE  Parrish three-year-old
 Wiliam H. Blair still vessel lost of the eight ships sold
game and many plays failed 
6 r. Tosh  LT  Moore rides his own 
bicycle as much as by the lines last February to the
click under the driving pressure Davis 
tO
 
 
LO Brundige 120 miles a day. "I started 
riding Societe Maritime Anversoise, a
of
the Panthers. The latter team 
McKenzie . ____C __ Warren bicycles back in 1881." he
 said. 'My Belgium company.
senie cclisiderably ahead of the
Wham RG  Hall first wheel was a w
ooden one and The Ville de Mons left New
cl
local team in teamwork •ine. e 
Winstead __ _ _ RT 
on- 
 
Condra it was a bone-shaker, I can tell
dition.
Wham  RE  Legg you.'•
Crawford ____ QB  Miller
Ear:y in the second quarter, the M'man  RH  Edney
Par.thers scored the first touch- McClellan LH  Parham
tiowirof the game. Completing a White  FB  Arnold
long pat gained about SO yards Substitutions: Fulton, Drysdale, 
A 438-Too' cargo-passenger ship
for the Martin boys, a lateral and Treas. Bethel. Touchdowns, Fulton 
the Ville de mons was built at Hog
Louisville, Ky., —While ambul- Island in 1931. and carried a crew
goal line. The extra point was
a line p:unge took them over the —White, Winstead. ances and fire engines stood by, an of about sevt,:dy.
also
made fucking the score 7-0 at the 
American Airline transport carry-
PERRY COUNTY IS ling 13 persons, made an emergen- PEANUT SKI It
half. STATE'S FIRST TO Icy landing at Bowman Field to-
lfi PAYS
After several sensational line CLAIM BANKRUPTCY night after one 
motor caught fire
plunges. -Darter" White was sue- in midair.
cessful hi going over the goal for Lexington. Ky.. —Perry county The big plane la
nded safely with
raltcn's first score of the game in today became Kentucky's and Fed- only one mot
or operating.
the third quarter. The try for the eral Court Clerk A. B. Rouse said The 
blaze was extinguished be-
p1 kiaca lit was not successful. The probably the nation's first county fore the land
ing. Major Reed Lan-
Denser' la seatinue their flight.
BURIED BY BOMB
GIRL RECOVERING
London, —Buried three days in
lect sufficient taxes to meet its ob- the debris of her bomb-blasted
Inability to rope with a passing score being 7-6, in favor of Martin. 
i ligations. home, 14-year-old Mildred Castillo
'SINNER'
attack that cl:el:ed miraculously at On the heels of this touchdown, 
Signed by Perry County Judge was repartee recovering in a has-
e
:
"Ox" Winstead intercepted a later- Bille
 Baxter, the petition was filed pital today. 
PAYS FOR
al and lumbered 40 Yards down 
under an amendment to the Fed- Three Masi passing the demol- 
HOSE STOLEN FROM
HICKMAN MERCHANT 
.tendent. Preaching, 11:00 a. m. by
Rev. Joe L. Leggett of Parsons, 
tee. Since you have had a two
Hickman Ky. —E Dobson, Hick- 
months vacation, surely you are
thefield, behind expert blocking ;eml 
Bankruptcy Act which became ished home last night heard faint
of the game. The score at the end lows 
counties to file in bankruptcy ing through the ruins they found opened an enve- i
!Tenn. Youth meeting, 6:30 p. sit very anxious to come 
to house of
to score Fulton's second touchdown ef
fective June 28 and which al- cries from the basement. Tunnel-
man 
merchant,Hickman, ,,
' 
There will be no evening service.
of the third quarter was 12-7 inj the same as 
individuals and cor- the girl 4111 alive. The house was lope and out rolled 
God for the evening worship. There
favor of the Bulldogs. stamps with this note:
money and CHURCH OF CHRIST, Charles L.
I is a place for 
one and all in the
I porations. Houser, Minister. Sunday 
school Sunday school and worship service
But fate was against the Bull- 
I The petition stated $111,125 in
'county obligations had been de- dead in the wreckage. , "Enclosed you will find $1.38 for 
and if you do not come and fill thatbombed Monday night.
The girl's mother was believed
ly was one reason why the food
was unpopular. Grocery shelves
were stocked with the "grits" when
they were listed as a surplus com-
modity under the Federal stamp
plan, but the packages stayed on
the shelves, gathering dust.
Sermon Theme: "What Is in Thy
Hand?" Baptist Training Union,
6:30, Marvin Sanders, Director.
Evening Worship, 7.45, "The Dis-
ciple Whom Jesus Loved."
*
CUMBERLAND PREBBYTHRIAN
CHURCH, E. R. Ladd, pastor, 9:45
a. m. Sunday school. John Bower,
Supt. 10:55 a. m. sermon subject
"Needless Regrets." 7:30 p. m. ser-
A Cozy Breakfast Nook—,'
Family and A Home of Your Ow ii
Nothing is worth more to any family than a home of
its own. It really give. the entire family a feeling of
security that nothing eke eau give.
Owning your own home is not a difficult matter. If
you earn a regular salary, if you have thrifty habits, if
you have a reputation for meeting your obligations,
we can ..how you the way to home ownership. In past
years wts have helped itundreds—we can help you.
Also remember that our investment shares repre-
sent the utmost in safety and the easiest vva) to accum-
ulate savings. We will be glad to explain any detail of
our business.
Fulton Building
and
(INCORPORATED)Loan Association
TELEPHONE 37— — — — FULTON, KY.
AIRLINER LANDS AT
LOUISVILLE AFT=
MOTOR CAUGHT FIRE
tits, vice president of the company
and one of the passengers, said.
He said he first noticed smoke
curling from the wing behind the
left motor shortly after the liner GRITS CALLED UNPOPULlift
had taken off from here for CM- Wr/111 UTAH'S RELIEFERS
EX-U. S. LINER,
York August '24 for Liverpool and
Glasgow. It . believed she was
sunk f3epteniti,r 1, the day after
the Ville de ilasselt.. another of
the eight, torpedoed off Ire-
land.
cinnati. A plane was ordered here
from Cincinnati to enable the pas-
We Are Authorized
Distributors
— for—
TORRIDAIRE
-and-
ANCHOR
HOT BLAST HEATERS and
CIRCULATORS
Salt Lake City, Utah—Horrin7
grits as an item of food :1!e FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH —
thoroughly disliked by Utah relief Woodrow Fuller, Pastor. Sunday
clients. State officials disclosed.. School begins at 9:45. E. E. Mount,
They said the name "grits" probab-: Supt. Morning Worship, 10:50,
C011.1:GE 2,410 NICKELS
&at* College, Miss.—Sam A. Cog-
gins of Nettleton, Miss., wanted to
go to college, so he peddled pea-
nuts
Yesterday. Sam paid his $120 CHURCH NEWS,
fees at Mississippi State with 2,400
nickels—the cashier counted 'cm
earned by selling goobers. TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURL kl
—Charles F. Wulf, Rector. 9:45 a.
two pair of hose, taken from your
store almost 10 years ago At that
time I was a sinner but I have
found the Lord and want to make
this right Will you forgive me?"
Dobson didn't say whether any
name was signed.
Boy And Dog Want
Turtle Market
Memphis, Tenn. — Young Ben
Allen wrote this letter to a Mem-
phis mmpanel-
"Dear Sirs:
"I am a boy 8 years old and have
a dog that likes to find terrapins,
and we really find them.
"Do you know anyone or place
that will buy a bunch of them? I'll
appreciate any information very
much, and thank you."
TOKIO RENEWS NAZY PACT
Tokio. —The German-Manchou-
kuoan trade agreement, which ex-
pired May 31, was renewed re-
troatively on June 1, the Foreign
Office said today.
m. Church School. 11:00 a. in. Holy
Communion and Sermon. Everyone
cordially invited.
 
I We also hose attractive
 
 
prices on used Heaters taken
in by us on Furnaces.
A BURNING
110 USE IS
A TRAGEDY
At best, losing your home by fire is an unhappy
experience. Best avoid fires, if possible, and use all
care to prevent them . . . But the safest way is to
take precautions to prevent fires . . . and consult
with us over adequate insurance coverage to prevent
loss if fire does come. We are always glad to talk
the insurance angles with you.
FALL AND FALL I.
Come in and see
Our Bargains
A. Huddleston
& Company
Phone 120
Main Street
Fulton, Ky.
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itSmart, New-Locking
, 
Clothes
USE OUR EXPERT it
DRY CLEANING
Our careful methods will do wonders
to rnake last season's g.irments like new
again. Yet thc cost of or cleaning and
ri %sing is •cry rcason.thic I>on't wait
fili the last minute. Call this weck.
C01(1 weather is not far off and now is the time to get
ready. Rave your bins filled with our good, heat giv-
ing road and be ready for the cold day, which are
coniir.Pekes may advance soon. Call No. 51 and
get it whit reel service.
4
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH, W. mon subject. "How we may know
H. Saxon, Pastor. Church School, Jesus Better." 
Notice we have
9:45 a. in. Dr. J L. Jones, superin- started back with the 
evening serv-
9:45 a. m. Morning worship 10:50,
sermon subject, "Some of the Sins
That Crucified Jesus." Evening
services 7:30, sermon subject, "The
Hardening of Pharaoh's Heart." 
you.
Ladies' Bible class Monday 2:30 p.
1 m. Mid-week Bible study Wednes-day 7:30 p. m.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH. D.
P. Hawkins, Minister; D. A. Rogers,
Supt. of Bible school. Bible school
at 945. A class for all ages. Lord's
supper and morning worship at
10:50. Morning sermon these: "The
Rock of Ages." Special music.
Evening worship service at 7:30
with minister bringing message on
the theme, "God Is Not Mocked."
A cordial invitation to one and all
to the services of the church.
place it Is left vacant and some
lday you will have many regrets for
not filling your place. Come with
us and we will do our best to help
1644444
Read The
Paducah Sun-Desnoerat
Delivered
Daily and Sunday
In Fulton 15 cents
par week
',RANK FAT,
Agent
PHONE 779
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COLUSION INSURANCE
You are a good driver, 'no doubt, but the hazards
of the road today are such that good drivers should
have adequate insurance to meet all contingencies.
For in a single second emergencies may arise which
will seriously endanger your property, as well as
your life.
We write all forms of liability and collision iRS111"
ance and can advise you fully as to your needs. We
will be glad to talk over the matter with you.
Atkins Insurance Agency
Lake Street — — — Telephone No. 5
—J
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We're Proud of Our Heritage!
In the days when our forefathers blazed the trail
to this great democracy, flour milling played an liar
port ant part in every community. Flour mins did
more than feed America; they helped develop her
great spirit. The old mill seas looked upon as an asset
to the community—the "hawses old miller" a highly
reputed citisets.
Yes, we're moil of our heritage—as Americana
and as a part of a vast industry that dates bock more
than 4,000 years. Even in this modern age we hold
to some of the traditions of the "honest old miller."
Today, nothing pleases us more than the privilege to
serve a community wherein we have gained confid-
ence, good will and respect.
-11
-41.6sksh-
BROWDER MILLING CO.
-
